OUR MISSION

The Foreign Policy Research Institute is dedicated to producing the highest quality scholarship and nonpartisan policy analysis focused on crucial foreign policy and national security challenges facing the United States. We educate those who make and influence policy, as well as the public at large, through the lens of history, geography, and culture.

OFFERING IDEAS

In an increasingly polarized world, we pride ourselves on our tradition of nonpartisan scholarship. We count among our ranks over 100 affiliated scholars located throughout the nation and the world who appear regularly in national and international media, testify on Capitol Hill, and are consulted by U.S. government agencies.

EDUCATING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

FPRI was founded on the premise that an informed and educated citizenry is paramount for the U.S. to conduct a coherent foreign policy. Through in-depth research and extensive public programming, FPRI offers insights to help the public understand our volatile world.

CHAMPIONING CIVIC LITERACY

We believe that a robust civic education is a national imperative. FPRI aims to provide teachers with the tools they need in developing civic literacy, and works to enrich young people’s understanding of the institutions and ideas that shape American political life and our role in the world.
How does the People’s Republic of China use multilateral institutions in Central Asia? In the 1990s and early 2000s, multilateral bodies were a means of working with the Russian Federation and other countries in the region collaboratively. More recently, however, multilateral bodies, such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), which includes China, Russia, India, Pakistan, and the Central Asian states, have become spaces for competition between China and Russia. The Belt and Road Initiative has led to intensified Chinese engagement with Central Asia, which has alarmed leaders in Moscow, who see their sphere of control shrinking. Through the SCO, China is writing the rules of the game that will define future development in areas such as logistics and technology.
INTRODUCTION

When the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) was founded in 2001, it was one of the first attempts at multilateralism by the People’s Republic of China. A decade earlier, as the collapse of the Soviet Union approached, the thought of sharing a 3,000-kilometer-long border with newly independent Central Asian states had worried leaders in Beijing. Before the region was Sovietized, there had been over 2,000 years of on-and-off conflict between China and Central Asia. Furthermore, Beijing had virtually no communication with these new Central Asian leaders until January 1992, when then-Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Tian Zengpei, a Soviet Komsomol-educated Chinese diplomat, toured Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkmenistan to close deals establishing diplomatic ties.1 Eager to forge independent, close friendships in Central Asia, then-Minister of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation Li Lanqing accompanied Tian to offer economic assistance to the Central Asian states.

Central Asia occupied a special place in the hearts of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders. They agreed on the region’s geopolitical significance. Xinjiang and the region to its west had been responsible for the rise and fall of many past Chinese dynasties. High-profile Chinese leaders frequently visited Central Asia in its earliest years of independence after 1949. Then-Premier Li Peng hand-delivered loan agreements to the Uzbek, Turkmen, Kyrgyz, and Kazakh presidents during his visit in April 1994.2 Li was already talking about reviving the old Silk Road, and he brought with him a team of entrepreneurs who had millions to invest.

BEFORE THE REGION WAS SOVIETIZED, THERE HAD BEEN OVER 2,000 YEARS OF ON-AND-OFF CONFLICT BETWEEN CHINA AND CENTRAL ASIA.

Money alone didn’t cut it. A few joint ventures landed in Kazakhstan, and Li was able to start negotiating the Central Asia natural gas pipeline, telling Turkmenistan that the gas would be sold to Japan (though Turkmen gas never made it to Japan). These moves made no difference for Central Asia when it came to strategic—particularly military—alignment. It was only a few years after the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, and Russia was determined to maintain its military bases in Central Asia. Every Central Asian state except Turkmenistan joined Russia’s new military alliance, the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO). With the Jiang

Zemin government largely headed by Russian-speaking, Soviet-educated Chinese politicians like Tian, the CSTO was understood to be a continuation of a Soviet-secured China-Central Asia border. It is also because of the Soviet educational background of its leaders that China avoided pushing for regional cooperation when Central Asia first became independent. The Jiang administration understood that internal territorial disputes and bitter personal relationships between Central Asian leaders could set back any initiatives. Though some within the CCP opposed the presence of Russian forces right at China’s doorstep, the CSTO was generally considered more predictable and desirable amid rocky relations with the Western world after the Tiananmen Square incident in 1989.

Chinese leaders didn’t think that the early 1990s was the right time to openly challenge Russian hegemony in the region, so a multilateral arrangement came to be necessary. Central Asian leaders were more comfortable working alongside Russia than working bilaterally with China directly. At the time, Beijing accepted that any relationship with Central Asia had to include Russia. The most pressing issue in China-Central Asian relations then was the resolution of territorial disputes—large parts of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan had been historically part of the Qing Empire before the Russian invasion. At the time, some Chinese nationalists were calling for leaders in Beijing to fully take back what belonged to China, and accused Jiang for being a traitor for selling out Chinese land.³ For Jiang, China was in no position to bargain with Russia when the

West was already cornering China. Apart from losing large parts of Central Asia, China also lost the Golden Horn Bay which has access to the Sea of Japan. It was rushed, swept under the carpet, and never brought up again. To this day, China has never called out Russia for these historical territorial conquests.

By 2001, under Russia’s watch, China had resolved most of its border disputes with its western neighbors, and the Shanghai Five—the precursor to the SCO, originally consisting of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan—had established legitimacy for the long borderlands between China and Central Asia.

By the 2000s, China’s need for the SCO had become apparent. After years of negotiations, Russia’s formation of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) in 2014 came just in time to offer Moscow-centric economic mechanisms to counteract with Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road Initiative. Through policies such as standardized tariffs, the EAEU has made products produced by participating states more competitive than those outside EAEU. Left unchecked by Moscow, China’s trade with the five states increased on average by 93 times from 2001 to 2011. By 2018, at $19.8 billion, regional trade was largest between China and Kazakhstan, followed by $8.4 billion with Turkmenistan, $6.2 billion with Uzbekistan, $5.6 billion with Kyrgyzstan, and $1.5 billion with Tajikistan. China now stands strongly as Central Asia’s main trading partner, except Kazakhstan, where China is a close second.

The EAEU’s swift decision to connect its work with the Silk Road Economic Belt (the part of the Belt and Road that concerns Central Asia) showed Russia’s willingness to compromise. After all, the EAEU is stronger as a political bloc

than as an economic one. Enforcement on the so-called customs union is problematic, as ongoing disputes over product labelling and taxes demonstrate. Building on its success in solving most of its territorial disputes in the region, the Xi administration has turned to the SCO as a way to promote its Belt and Road strategies. In May 2015, Russia compromised and allowed the SCO to be the main platform of negotiation on connecting the Belt and Road with the EAEU. For years, China had tried to introduce more regional economic initiatives to the SCO, but was confronted by Russia's emphasis on the political and security dimension of the multilateral organization. The SCO successfully adopted real pushes to the regional economy.

Under Xi, the Belt and Road Initiative has elevated the importance of Central Asia and the significance of the SCO. Chinese leaders conceptually refer to the SCO as both a region and an institution; the SCO has been used in various formats by China under the rubric of the Belt and Road. For example, in Qingdao, an SCO free trade demonstration zone was established, though the zone was also described as a new platform for the Belt and Road. China has continued to intensify its engagement with Central Asia through the SCO, using it as a platform for increasing its influence. In areas such as international trade logistics and technology, the SCO has been an active space for rivalry with Russia.

EN ROUTE TO BEIJING

As the world’s most expensive region for container shipping, Central Asia’s customs and border crossings have needed massive reforms and modernization for years. Without top-down consensus from leaders, especially from agreements between China and Russia, the SCO’s two working groups on the development of transit potential and customs cooperation have failed to bring about a cost-effective transportation system since their inception in 2004. The Soviet legacy has consolidated Russia-Central Asia logistics, and Russia has expressed minimal interest in supporting a more integrated customs system between China and Central Asia. Indeed, there is no upside for Russia, especially when the massive volume of Chinese exports to Central Asia has already reduced the region’s dependence on Russia.

By building a land-based trade route from Urumqi to Berlin, China is helping Central Asia to improve its international logistics management. Lianyungang port on the northeast coast, one of China’s biggest sea ports, has been designated by the Chinese government to offer extensive privileges for SCO members, such as free storage and a direct train cargo service connecting to the landlocked Kazakhstan. Since the Belt and Road Initiative was adopted, Lianyungang port has undergone several expansions to accompany rising demand for trade between Central Asia and Southeast Asia. Alternatively, Russia could have advanced its rail and port links in its Far East to counter the Chinese route. However, this did not appeal to Russia.

lest improved connectivity with the Far East divert Central Asia from ties with Russia. China sees connecting Central Asian economies to the Indo-Pacific as a step forward for the region to realize its Asian identity.

**CHINA SEES CONNECTING CENTRAL ASIAN ECONOMIES TO THE INDO-PACIFIC AS A STEP FORWARD FOR THE REGION TO REALIZE ITS ASIAN IDENTITY.**

For years, Russia has wanted to formalize a Russia-led trade bloc to entrench its influence. One impetus for the EAEU was China’s growing economic presence. Moscow was concerned that the Belt and Road Initiative could set the rules of trade in the former Soviet Union, and Russia’s leaders were aware that anything they initiated within the SCO could be subject to Chinese objections. Seeking to limit China’s involvement in Central Asian trade, Russia has repeatedly suggested the formation of a unified EAEU trade bloc, which would prohibit EAEU states from having third-party trade agreements. Kazakh President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev is a strong opponent of this Russian initiative, calling it a “restriction of sovereign rights.”6

In 2014, the SCO finalized the Agreement on Facilitation of International Road Transport. Compared to the EAEU, which has had little effect on the region’s infrastructure, the SCO agreement brought a drastic upgrade to the existing Soviet railway system, increasing the efficiency of long-haul trucks with an integrated transport management system. Before this China-led SCO mechanism, Central Asian truck drivers and their cargo could be stranded at borders for up to three days at each crossing. When the 2014 SCO agreement came into force in 2017, the resulting working groups began to address Central Asia’s practical logistics issues. They provided training courses on export and import procedures and formed stable transport communications ties, both of which maximize transit potential and integrate Central Asian logistics into the global economy.

For example, an SCO arrangement has begun to normalize a permit system for trucks and drivers to carry cargo efficiently on designated routes back and forth from China to Russia through Central Asia. Cutting down days in travel time, this arrangement has been designated for six routes from China to Russia spanning across different parts of the region. Then-SCO Secretary General Rashid Alimov said at a meeting in 2017 that these routes practically coincide with the main routes of the old Silk Road, contributing to the development and implementation of China’s Silk Road Economic Belt. Uzbekistan’s new appetite for more trade with China has led to serious talks about creating a seventh route. During a test run in October 2017, a group

---

of long-haul trucks from Kashgar, China, reached Tashkent, Uzbekistan, via Irkeshtam, Kyrgyzstan, in just two days, down from the usual 10 days. Given the SCO permit system’s potential to cut 6-8 days in travel time—which saves money and expands export potential—Uzbekistan has been more enthusiastic in supporting China’s call to formalize this system via the SCO.

Signed in Tashkent in November 2019, the new Memorandum Between Customs Services of the SCO Member States on Mutual Integration of National Transit Systems envisions a unified customs system in the SCO region. While the specifics are still under negotiation, it’s clear that China is more inclined to push for a version modified from the domestic Chinese system, which already comes with strong software and a foundation for electronic papers. However, Kazakhstan, which is the Central Asian country through which most Chinese products are transferred, has voiced concerns about China’s noncompliance with the SMGS convention. A China-led customs system in the SCO region would allow China more control over the region’s economic infrastructure. This new SCO customs arrangement will aim to direct more revenue to local governments. It will challenge the corruption rackets run by local officials who have long held a monopoly over customs, such as Kyrgyzstan’s Matraimov family.

In May 2020, Uzbekistan decided against joining Russia’s EAEU as a full member, suggesting a preference for closer ties with China rather than Russia.

WRESTLING FOR DIGITAL SUPREMACY

Both Russia and China desire trade arrangements that are set up in their favor. The application of new technologies can aid the creation of harmonized transit trade procedures and enable quick inter-agency processing of electronic documents, maximizing the region’s trade potential. But, for China, having its own technology at border checkpoints across Central Asia is more than just an attempt to promote bilateral trade. China’s international advocacy for its domestic technologies, such as Huawei’s 5G, is intended to increase its access to Central Asia’s data.

When Kazakhstan held a high-level roundtable on telecommunications connectivity for Central Asia in 2014, China was nowhere to be seen. Xi did not approve a strategy for the Digital Silk Road until the next year. Instead,

---

11 Since summer 2019, RFE/RL’s Kyrgyz service, Radio Azattyk, has published a series of detailed reports describing how Rayimbek Matraimov, a former customs official, and his family had smuggled over $700 million out of the country.
Turkey’s Turk Telekom International and Bangladesh’s Grameenphone were present. While domestic Chinese digitalization has led to massive data gathering and the controversial social credit system, the full implications of China’s digitalization pursuits abroad have not yet been unveiled.

Xi introduced an SCO technology partnership plan during his visit to Tashkent in 2016. Since then, funding allocated from the Xinjiang local government has supported this plan, which has expanded technology cooperation beyond its traditional purview of anti-terrorism. Groups of Chinese scientists have worked on dual-use technologies and services in Central Asia that were previously exclusive to Russia. Many Russian-educated Central Asian scientists were introduced to new Chinese scientific machines and software. New Chinese scientific methodologies ostensibly developed to increase accuracy in areas, such as geochemical mapping and disaster prevention, were introduced in Central Asia. These technologies provide Chinese scientists with sensitive natural resources and weather satellite information.

After three years of negotiations, an SCO roadmap to digitalization cooperation was reached in summer 2019. The plan prioritized areas such as information security, big data handling, and artificial intelligence. For Central Asian leaders, China’s new initiatives mean cheap loans and handouts. Digitalization efforts in the region were understood as

an amplified effort to fight terrorism, as this explained the large distribution of Chinese surveillance cameras.\textsuperscript{16} Since 2019, many Chinese technology giants have met with high-level SCO officials, pitching projects and offering expertise. In particular, three leading Chinese technology companies—Alibaba, Jingdong, and Weidong Cloud Education—reached out to SCO Secretary General Vladimir Norov earlier this year.

Both Jingdong and Alibaba are known for their e-commerce businesses in China. But the two tech giants also acquire and run side companies in all of the latest technological fields. Moreover, they have the capacity to combine soft and hard infrastructure, thus creating one-stop intelligent commerce services with everything from marketing to logistics. Through online platforms and logistics hubs built by Chinese companies, a massive flow of data from abroad is feeding into China’s soft architecture back home. This will secure long-term commercial advantages for Chinese companies. For example, a China-led customs system will assist with trade data gathering, helping Chinese firms identify and exploit existing industrial weaknesses in Central Asia and gain greater market shares at the expense of Western and other rival companies.

Weidong Cloud Education, established in 2012, has enjoyed full political support from Beijing as the exclusive implementer of online education platforms overseas. The company, which makes almost no profit, has the financial backing of the Shandong-based Weidong real estate empire. Weidong’s Chairman Wang Duanrui joined Xi’s trip to Europe in March 2014 to sell the platform. In Paris, Wang met Hao Ping, the newly appointed President of the UNESCO General Conference, who supported Weidong Cloud Education’s global ventures within the intergovernmental organization. Now, in 2020, the company operates in 16 countries, including Laos, Sri Lanka, and Djibouti.

foundation for technical standards will shape the technological architecture and thus the future of technologies applicable to Central Asia.

In most technology sectors, other competitors in the SCO region are simply no match for the Chinese tech giants. Since 2019, some Indian companies have gained access to Chinese SCO leaders through Startup India. While Russia and India have the technological capacity to build and monitor their own software in some areas, neither country has the capacity in affordable hardware manufacturing to deter Chinese access to data. For example, in 2018, Kyrgyzstan turned down Huawei’s $60 million deal to complete a full-scale surveillance project across the country. Instead, the Kyrgyz government went with a Russian company, Vega, which offered a $34 million price tag for the first phase of the project, supplying facial recognition cameras. But the Russian software proved no rival for the comprehensive Chinese software, which had been tested for years in Xinjiang.17

By late 2019, the Kyrgyz government turned back to China. It closed a $38 million deal with Shenzhen-based Sunwin Intelligent Company to complete the second phase of the surveillance project, set to cover the whole country with cameras, data centers, and Chinese consultants. Meanwhile, Kazakhstan’s Astana hub, which aims to mirror the success of Silicon Valley, is too new and lacks the funding necessary to retain leading minds in technology. In practice, by having stakes in key telecommunication companies and gifting surveillance systems to authoritarian governments, China is already ahead of Russia and India in terms of technological deployment in Central Asia.18

Very few Central Asian technology experts are given full access to details of these Chinese technologies in their countries, especially regarding where local data is stored, who has access to local data, and how this mass collection of data will be used.

Also, China is constructing a fiber optic cable along Afghanistan’s Wakhan corridor, and it is set to extend north to Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. For Central Asian countries that have been putting up with extremely expensive international bandwidth\(^\text{19}\) and whose economies will benefit substantially from Chinese-built infrastructure, it’s simply not an option to raise security concerns over backdoor data traffic monitoring. Already exposed to Russian backdoor monitoring, Central Asian countries are willing to increase their technological reliance on China in exchange for better quality technology and the economic benefits that new tech infrastructure brings.

**CONCLUSION**

The Belt and Road Initiative is strengthening China’s international rule-making ability in many parts of Central Asia’s economy. While Vladimir Putin is still able to negotiate over Central Asian trade logistics through the SCO, Russian technology companies are already losing to their Chinese competitors. Central Asian governments appear to have little concern about reliance on Chinese tech. By combining technology products, Chinese companies have crafted a system in the domestic Chinese market that is much larger in scale, capacity, and applicability than Russian technology systems. Consequently, when it comes to technology exports, Russia has nothing comparable to offer.
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